
Item no.: 382000

MC-892 - Maclean laptop table desk, height adjustable, for standing and sitting
work, max height 113cm

from 85,09 EUR
Item no.: 382000

shipping weight: 3.50 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
Universal desk with a pedal for height adjustment. The table is not only practical, but also takes up little space - a good solution for greater freedom in the workplace.Our product is
the answer to the sedentary lifestyle we experience every day at home and at work. Change your position at your desk to a standing position, and then sit down again if necessary.
You will feel a huge difference and improvement in efficiency, comfort and speed of work.Comfort and versatilityThe desk has been designed to ensure maximum comfort of use.
Wide options for adjusting the height and angle of the table top ensure a pleasant working environment. The height is adjustable from 76 to 113 cm.Stable and solid construction
ensures safe and long-term use. The table can be used both at home and in the office. It is not only suitable as a table for a laptop or tablet, but also for reading, drawing, writing,
crafts and other activities.Specification- Producer: Maclean- Model: MC-892B- Allows you to work in a sitting or standing position- Height adjustment: from 758 to 1128 mm-
Tabletop dimensions: 600x520 mm- Maximum load up to 8 kg- Height adjustment with foot pedal- Black colour- Tabletop inclination adjustment from 0 to 30 degreesSet contains-
Maclean MC-892B laptop table desk- Installation instructions- Manufacturer's packagingFeatures- Large surface (60 cm x 56 cm) is perfect for a laptop or workspace- Thanks to the
height adjustment from 76 to 113 cm, the table is suitable for both standing and sitting work- Height adjustment pedal- Perfect choice for office and home- Solid and stable
construction ensures long-term use- Thanks to its universal design, the table fits perfectly into any interior- Adjustable tabletop inclination angle: 0-30°
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